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actual planting but supply the young shoots to the
adults. Thus the work is largely individualistic.
The need of co-operative work is in water regulation.
In the process of irrigation, the members of the house-
hold, including women and children, always work on
the same pump. In the process of drainage,, the water
is pumped out from the common trench of a cien.
The people who work in the same cien share a common
fate. Hence develops a well organized system of
collective drainage. To describe this system, I will
take a concrete example of the North cien of the Hsi
Chang Yu.
This cien consists of 336 mow of land. The common
trench opens on to the stream A at the north margin.
At the opening there are fifteen pumping spots. This
means that there can be fifteen pumps working at the
same time. Each pump requires three workers. The
amount of labour contributed by each member of the
am, taking the household as a unit, is proportional to
the size of his holding. The system of apportionment
is calculated in terms of labour units. A unit is
1/3366 of the total amount of labour in four days*
Each of the fifteen pumps shares 22-4 units. Each
person working for four days counts as 6 units and the
contributor of the pump and manager of the team
counts as 4*4 units, This system of counting is called
** six mm starting." It means that each holder of
six mow in the cien should contribute a person to work
every day, each holder of three mow should contribute
a person every alternate day, and so on. Every cien,
owing to varying size, has its particular system of
calculation.
The members of the cien are organized into fifteen
teams corresponding to fifteen pumps. Each year one

